Using a selective cadmium-binding peplipid to create responsive liquid crystalline nanomaterials.
A specific metal ion-responsive lipid liquid crystalline (LLC) dispersion system was fabricated, which can work in buffer solutions. The LLC matrix was prepared from phytantriol which spontaneously forms the reversed bicontinuous cubic phase in water, and a novel peptide-lipid conjugate (peplipid) consists of a myristate alkyl chain for anchoring into the phytantriol-based cubic bilayer and a peptide sequence for capturing a specific metal ion. The peplipid in its unbound state, when added into the phytantriol-based cubic system induces a positive effect on the bilayer curvature, resulting in the formation of the lamellar phase (vesicles) and the dispersion was transparent in appearance. Upon binding of the cadmium ion, the peplipid induces a negative effect on the lipid bilayer curvature and consequently leading to the formation of cubic phase and opaque appearance. In contrast, other metal ions, including buffering salts, could not sufficiently trigger the phase transition due to weak interaction with the peplipid. The high selectivity of metal ion interaction and triggered phase transition provide potential applications, such as in colloidal-mineral separation, triggered drug release and treatment of cadmium (II) pollution.